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TV and Online Video:
Finding an “Over-the-Top” Business Model
KN Talks to Mediaxiom’s David Charmatz – planning and research veteran from
Starz, MTV, A&E
A recent report from Knowledge
Networks shows that the lines between
TV and Internet video viewing continue to
blur; but, on the business side, the process
is anything but orderly. TV networks and
other content providers face a host of
tough decisions about how to get the most
value out of programming that is at times
hijacked on arrival – and how to engage
consumers who have unprecedented
control over their viewing experiences.

David Charmatz
With almost 25 years in TV-related
planning and research – at Starz
Entertainment, MTV Networks, A&E
Television, and elsewhere – David
Charmatz has seen this dramatic change
from its beginnings. Now, as President of
the consultancy Mediaxiom, he is being
called on to help a variety of media
companies navigate a world where the
traditional advertising model seems in

jeopardy – but nothing has emerged to
take its place. In a recent interview,
Charmatz gave KN his candid thoughts on
the TV/Internet connections, the promise
of mobile video, and the state of media
research.
Do you see a viable business model
for your clients in “over the top” TV?
Yes, but you’ve got to put it within the
right context. It is a video business that’s
still buoyed by the advertising market; if
the advertising market cannot support it,
then it can’t be supported as a business. If
it winds up being a huge detriment to the
existing traditional businesses, without
enough gain to cover the difference, it
jeopardizes the whole infrastructure. All
those other models – transactional,
subscription, and any hybrids thereof –
cannot survive without an ad-supported
model as a base.
Is that your opinion, or is that a fact?
No, that is a fact. It’s a simple
mathematical equation. That’s what most
people don’t do in this space – they don’t
look at the numbers. They talk about cord
cutting, cord shaving; and they quote
numbers like, “12% of iPad users . . . ”.
First of all, what percent of iPad users are
there overall in the population base? You
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guys are smart researchers – you think it
through; but most people out there do not.
If you look at the pure numbers – the tens
of billions of dollars that are spent through
television and some of the other traditional
media – what actually buoys those
businesses is ad revenue. The other pieces
are gravy. So if you’re going to take 10 or
20 billion dollars out of that marketplace,
and you can’t replace it somewhere else,
then it jeopardizes the whole ecosystem of
delivering messages and delivering value
that can sell products.

the demand, it forces people to make
compromises. If you’re a good researcher,
you do the best you can to try to minimize
those tradeoffs – but they’re still tradeoffs.
I’ve seen people make business decisions
based on really poor information, and it
winds up being wrong. There’s no
guarantee that any research is 100% right;
but it can minimize risk. That is what
good research does for you.

What do you think about the research
going on in this space?

One of the things we found in our
recent report is that people are using
videogame consoles as a conduit for a
lot of different types of video viewing.
Have your clients been keeping track
of this phenomenon?

I think most of it is crap. [laughs]
Knowledge Networks is one of the few
companies out there that really cares about
the ecosystem of research – about being as
statistically accurate as possible, trying to
represent people as well as possible. I
recommend your company because, if
someone wants to really do it right, they
should work with a company like yours;
but most people don’t care about doing it
right. They care about doing it cheap, and
they care about making headlines.

Of course. A smart businessperson asks,
“Who are the players who own that space?
How can we work with them?” When it
comes to game consoles, you’re dealing
with a base of people who are used to
interacting. They didn’t get a console so
they can watch something passively. So if
you put software in place to do something,
and you know you have an active base,
and you know some of the demographics
of that base – especially if you look at
individual products – that’s where you go.

People tend to run after shiny objects –
that’s what it comes down to. This forces
other researchers – some of whom are very
good – to react, because their management
does not have the right tools to say that
these numbers don’t make any sense. It’s
not even improbable – it’s impossible.

Not everyone has a reason to be there. I
never say to a client, “You should be here
just because you can.” You should be
there because you should.

Have you encountered cases in which
your clients or colleagues have
regretted going with cheaper
research?
All the time. If you are going to cut the
research budget, or flatten it, but increase
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So what types of companies should be
thinking about videogames as a smart
partnership?
The bigger brands, regardless of category;
they have a way to interject themselves
into the frame – whether through real time
advertising, or product inclusion. Sports,
of course, is the number one game type
people will go to; you could interject news
and advertising into almost any video
game if you wanted to, but sports is
natural. Players get traded; players and
teams win or lose all the time; there are
scoreboards; and signage locations all
around stadiums that are natural fits for
advertisers. Advertisers also can have a
pretty good sense of who that user is –
especially if they’re registering online to
play massive games and so forth.
To me, the question is, is it a marketing
application, or is it a product application?
That is the first thing I ask myself. Then,
what is the short list of games and
platforms for a company to be able to
interject their messages and/or products
into? As game platforms get more and
more adaptive, and the demographics of
users get somewhat stretched, the number
of and types of opportunities expand.
Videogame systems are already selling
into over a one-third of households; but
the universe of such households will
incrementally grow over the next few
years.
What do you see as the future for
DVDs? Our report still showed very
strong usage, but it is clearly a
medium in jeopardy.

electronic files versus hard goods. And
content providers have to let go of
incrementalization, the practice of trying
to get another dollar out of people for a
slightly different version of the same
product they’ve bought 16 times before.
Platforms like Disney's KeyChest can help
consumers overcome their trepidation
toward purchasing new homevideo
products.
The economy affects everything, of
course, and it really affected these kinds of
purchases – because people already own
versions of the majority of these products,
such as movies, TV shows, and so on.
What about use of mobile video?
What do you think is the potential
opportunity there?
You’ve got to put mobile video into
buckets, because it’s not one thing. It is a
whole series of things, and, depending on
the client, you’ve got to figure which of
those platforms make the most sense for
your product and your brand. There’s
broadband streaming video, broadcast
video – such as the networks’ digital
sideband channels – and video you
download to a mobile device for later
viewing.
Some of the services can be subscriptionbased products; some can be transactionalbased, and some of them are ad-supported
products. For some products, these
platforms just provide a viable way to
market to key targets.

People are not going to spend a lot of
money on the technology right now.
Consumers have to get used to the
electronic piece, the fear of “breakage” of
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Do you think the behaviors of TV
versus Internet use will meld, or do
you think they will always be clearly
distinct experiences?

So what would you say is your core
message to media clients right now, as
they try to straddle the new and
traditional platforms?

The answer depends on where you live.
[laughs] For that to be a one to one
relationship in this country, it's going to
take a long time. If you go to parts of the
world where they’re building an IP alldigital platform infrastructure, the question
of Internet/TV difference is basically moot
– because the bits are the bits, and you can
do anything you want on the same screen
using the same type of device. If you have
IP infrastructure and a really smart set top
box, it’s easy enough for you to make
phone calls and go on the Internet and
watch TV through any device. It just
comes down to a convenience discussion.

Ultimately, the discussion is about the
value proposition – that is what companies
mostly forget. What is the value to the
consumer to do anything? What is the
value to the consumer to buy a product or
service when they can get it for free and
they have little risk if they pirate it?

I guess it’s partly a sociological
question, in the sense of the “sit up”
versus “lean back” approaches.
Those are terms that I think are cute, but
they don’t really mean anything. It is not
really about that; it’s more about who
you’re with and how comfortable you
want to be. If you can sit on your couch
and have a 15-foot screen projected on the
wall, where you can very easily do your
spreadsheets as well as watch television,
you might want to do that before you’d
want to sit behind a desk. But that’s not
necessarily practical.
If you want to watch something with two
or three other people – even one other
person – sitting behind the computer is not
the best way. But I see my kids do it with
their friends; they sit next to each other at
a table and watch video, and they’re fine
with that experience. So I think it really
comes down to the application and the
convenience.

We have also talked about the sociological
piece – why people are willing to buy
applications that make something more
convenient, or that are just cool; but the
same people will not spend a penny to buy
content. [laughs] They won’t buy a TV
show; they won’t buy a song. But when
something has true value to them, they’ll
find a way to pay for it. Right now, there
is a whole group of people – millions or
potentially billions of people – who don’t
see the value proposition in buying
content.
This is the other reason why I say the adsupported model is the only way you can
support content – because if you do not
have that revenue, then the quality has to
start to decline. Then the only highquality content is going to be in a movie
theater or some version thereof – because
TV cannot continue to spend three to five
million dollars an hour to produce this
content when content life is shrinking.
You don’t have the same horizon to pay
back your investment. So you need to
monetize faster.
To me, ad supported is the backbone of the
business; if it’s a business of true
professionally produced content, it has to
survive through that mechanism.
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